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MVSN-TV is next-generation Sports & Entertainment content streaming giving brands and creators full 
control over a worldwide multi-cam broadcast experience.  Conceptualised in 2018 as a technology to 
capture and broadcast remote location sporting events to a highly engaged global audience, MVSN utilises 
leading technology to enable remote production to deliver both directed main events or open access to multi-
camera streaming.   

“Brands and creators spend a huge amount of resources and creative energy on producing events 
that are often only experienced by the live audience.  As mobile phone and camera technology has 
improved, we have yet to see a capture to broadcast solution that has a role for everyone from the 
artist and producer to sponsors and fans.  This is MVSN - multi vision streaming network.”   
Steve Lewis, Director of Strategy. 

COVID-19 Social restrictions have changed online entertainment.  Live performers are utilising social media 
platforms with greater frequency to maintain their audience connection during this period.  Many are 
broadcasting from home or closed venues and many have taken to finding other sources of revenue to 
support their businesses.  MVSN with approved in-app purchases on Apple's iTunes App Store and the 
Google Play Android platform, give creators an instant ticketing solution for properly produced events and 
collaborations.   

John Fenga, Founder and CEO, "MVSN is the next generation of live action streaming.  Traditional 
broadcast, online broadcast and subscription services have left critical gaps in viewer engagement. 
This platform enables sports organisations, fans and sponsoring brands to have more control over 
the live broadcast with leading technology to deliver a seamless viewer experience.” 

Post COVID-19 MVSN is preparing a full line up of Sports and Entertainment broadcasts in both PPV and 
Subscription to bring major events closer to their global audience. 

MVSN is preparing a soft-launch in May 2020 with bespoke live and archived broadcasts soon to be 
announced. 

For more information please contact: 

John Fenga, CEO @ +61-419-404-080 John@MVSN.tv 
Steve Lewis, Director of Strategy @ +61-488-088-859 Steve@MVSN.tv 

Online @ MVSN.tv 
Apple @ https://apps.apple.com/au/app/mvsn/id1472153787 
Android @ https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.esryou.tv 
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